


We help filmmakers make better films





Barrie M Osborne - Producer  
Mulan, Lord of the Rings, The Meg, Pete’s Dragon, The Matrix

Invaluable to ensure the remote units capture the 
director’s vision and production values. So essential 
to any film.

”
“



Moxion dailies and immediates platform helps filmmakers 
make better films by:

• Breaking down the barriers of location and time to connect people on and off set faster  

• Enhancing the DNA of filmmaking by helping filmmakers robustly, securely and quickly  
bring all the threads of film together in one place  

• Helping drive filmmaking into the future by uncovering opportunities to solve problems  
with clever technology solutions 



Mandy Walker - Cinematographer 
Mulan, Hidden Figures, The Mountain Between Us

Moxion Immediates enabled us to pass through 
the normally difficult internet situation in China to 
become our eyes on the ground- letting us 
reference footage literally as it was being shot in 
real time and quickly providing feedback to our 
offshore units.

”
“



In 2015, Moxion’s two founders, who are both experienced in the film and TV industry, set out to create a 
platform to help filmmakers make better films. 

Built from the ground up in the challenging New Zealand conditions by world class designers and developers, the 
resulting dailies and immediates platform has been put to the test by some of the biggest names in filmmaking, 
in some of the biggest name films. 

Moxion’s robust functionality securely stores and shares video, surpassing the power of the larger alternatives in 
the market, while a focus on user experience and design means the platform is regarded as the most 
sophisticated and user friendly in the marketplace. 

Our unique immediates technology, seamlessly integrated into our dailies platform, puts Moxion into a league of 
its own, speeding up the process of filmmaking, and ensuring that more of the resources put into the creative 
process, can be seen on the screen.

Why we exist.



Key people.

With a background in the arts, film and 
technology, Hugh leads Moxion as CEO.  

Hugh has been driving innovation in the 
entertainment industry since co-founding 
Liquid Edge in 2003 (NZ HITECH start up 
of the year), releasing the award-winning 
computer game RoboForge.  

Whilst working on film sets as a digital 
imaging technician Hugh not only brought 
his skills in computer science, he also 
envisioned how technical innovations 
could dramatically improve the film 
industry.  

He acted on this vision founding three 
complimentary start-ups; The Rebel Fleet, 
Rush hour, and Moxion.

CEO and Co-founder
Hugh Calveley

Michael originally trained as a graphic 
designer and product designer.  

He worked in studios in Auckland for a 
number of years before beginning an 
undergraduate degree at Auckland's Elam 
School of Fine Arts where he studied 
design, intermedia and time-based arts. 

His has been involved in a wide variety of 
video media projects including art 
projects, music videos, television 
commercials, short films, motion design 
and other digital projects.  

Michael’s industry knowledge and design 
thinking have resulted in Moxion delivering 
both a productivity step change and a 
world-class design with a look and feel 
that belies the depth of its underlying 
sophistication.

Head of Design and Co-founder
Michael Lonsdale

Rebecca comes from a business 
development background working mainly 
in the creative sector and in software 
development.  She loves working with 
customers to help them realise their vision 
using technology to support creativity. 

Rebecca is based in our Los Angeles office, 
working with our US based customers. 
Outside of work Rebecca loves all things 
music having once been a Jazz singer, so 
you'll probably find her at a live gig 
somewhere!

VP Customer Engagement
Rebecca Parry



Tim Capper - VFX Supervisor 
Ash vs Evil Dead, Crouching Tiger, Hidden Dragon: Sword of Destiny, Slow West

I love Moxion. It’s a complete paradigm changer. 
Moxion lets us remotely correct problems as they 
are being filmed, in a way that has not been 
possible before.

”
“



For all enquiries, please contact Rebecca Parry, VP Customer Engagement  

Email rebecca@moxion.io 
Office +1 (310) 602 6139 
Cell +1 (310) 717 5451

Contact us.




